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Tony Mendenhall is the Firm's eDiscovery operations director, where he uses his deep 
technical and legal background to ensure eDiscovery projects run smoothly, efficiently and in 
accordance with industry best practices. 

Tony Mendenhall, the Firm's eDiscovery operations director, blends his background as an experienced 
technologist and lawyer to oversee and manage the Firm's eDiscovery technology support. Tony's practice is 
entirely devoted to eDiscovery litigation issues and emerging best practices in this complex and technical field. 
Clients and trial teams rely on Tony for his practical guidance on all aspects of eDiscovery. Tony's experience 
spans the entire eDiscovery spectrum: reasonably complying with preservation and legal hold obligations; 
ensuring proportionality through effective collection and culling strategies; assisting with meet-and-confer 
negotiations; working directly with clients on ESI collection strategies designed to be efficient and cost-
effective; and advising on eDiscovery protocols and legal issues.

Tony actively oversees matters requiring eDiscovery services, supporting clients and trial teams on particular 
matters that span most of the Firm's litigation practice areas, and focus industries. In addition to providing 
services for specific litigation matters, Tony consults with clients on broader and more proactive topics, such as 
eDiscovery risk analysis and mitigation, data preservation and litigation hold process development, enterprise 
data mapping for litigation purposes, and eDiscovery vendor and technology RFP and selection.

In his role, Tony has principal responsibility to oversee all vendors providing eDiscovery services to the Firm 
and actively oversees process creation and improvement to ensure all services are provided to the highest 
standards and industry best practices. The Firm's attorneys and clients value Tony's deep experience and 
knowledge of the eDiscovery service industry, helping to ensure that clients' eDiscovery needs are being 
addressed. Because of the complexity of the marketplace, Tony's expertise ensures that all clients get the 
technology best suited for their case, from a qualified and vetted vendor, at marketplace competitive rates, with 
the necessary processes and oversight in place.

Tony's prior work experience and management degree have equipped him for his current responsibilities. As a 
working member of both small and large IT departments, and as an IT consultant, Tony can see the project 
from the point of view of the in-house technology department. This experience enables him to thoroughly 
understand client IT systems and infrastructure and effectively communicate with IT personnel. This 
experience proves extremely useful in bridging the legal-IT gap that often exists at the beginning of an 
eDiscovery project.

   Professional Honors & Activities
 Technology Committee Chair – J. Reuben Clark Law Society (2015-Present)
 Technology Committee Member – J. Reuben Clark Law Society (2012-2015)

   Other Work Experience
 eDiscovery Project Coordinator, Deloitte Transactions and Business Analytics LLP
 Business Technology Analyst, Deloitte Consulting
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   Publications
 Author – "Due Process in the Information Age: The Civil Discovery Crisis," IT-Lex Journal 1 (2014)
 Author – "Does the Absolute Priority Rule Still Apply to Individual Chapter 11 Debtors Post-

BAPCPA?," 14 Tennessee Journal of Business Litigation 189 (December 2013)

   Speaking Engagements
 Moderator – "E-discovery and Due Process Collide," IT-Lex Innovate Conference (October 2013)

   Education
 The University of Tennessee College of Law, J.D., 2013 

 Web Editor – Tennessee Law Review 
 Recipient – Certificates of Academic Excellence in Business Reorganizations and Workouts and 

Contract Drafting Seminar
 Recipient – Walter L. Lusk Scholarship

 Brigham Young University, B.S. in Management, 2008

   Admissions
 Tennessee, 2013


